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§12 ✴there  

484 There (  ❶  ) a pond here in which a golden fish was said to 

live. 

①used to be  ②used to being 

③was used to be   ④was used to being 〈愛知医科大〉 

485 Tom’s uncle lives in New York, but Tom has never (  ❸  ) . 

①gone to there ②went there 

③been there ④gone to it 〈二松學舍大〉 

486 There is no bread (  ❸  ) in the basket. 

①leave ②leaving ③left ④to leave 〈青山学院大〉 

487 There is (      ) knife on the table in the kitchen. 

①a ②that ③the ④this  

488 There is a policeman (      ) downstairs to speak to you. 

①waited ②waiting ③waits ④wait 〈奥羽大〉 

489 (      ) is no point in worrying too much.   

①There ②It ③What ④That 〈名古屋学院大〉 

490 There seems to be (      ) woman at the door. 

①few ②some ③other ④a lot of 

491 There (      ) be a nice coffee shop here, but it closed down 

last month. 

①could have ②may ③used to ④might 〈東京経済大〉 

492 There (      ) no bus service, we had to walk all the way. 

①was ②is ③being ④were 
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493 There (      ) number of problems yet to be solved. 

①are a ②are the ③is a ④is the 〈武蔵大〉 

494 He had never dreamed of (      ) such a quiet place in Tokyo. 

①being  ②having been  

③there being  ④there to be 

495 When people fall ill, it is natural (     ) appetite loss. 

①for there to be  ②there for to be 

③to be for there  ④to be there for 〈日本社会事業大〉 

496 There will be no opportunity for us to meet again in the 

near future, (      ) ? 

①will it  ②will there  

③won’t it  ④won’t there 〈立命館大〉 

497 Today there (      ) a vast amount of evidence for claims 

that the theory is in fact false. 

①exist ②exists ③existing ④has existed〈日本大〉 

498 There, to the center of the screen, (      ) . 

①can be seen the glow of the polar star 

②can the glow of the polar star be seen 

③can the polar star see the glow 

④the glowing can be seen of the polar star 〈関西学院大〉 

499 Only a few of them anticipated (     ) such a great number 

of people in the party. 

①being there ②there being  

③there to be ④to be there 〈藤田保健衛生大〉 


